





ON STABLE JAMES NUMBERS OF STUNTED COMPLEX
OR QUATERNIONIC PROJECTIVE SPACES
HIDEAKI OSHIMA
(Received May 20, 1978)
Following James [7] we denote the stunted complex (F=C) or quaternionic
(F=H) projective spaces by FP




Let d be the dimension of F over the real number field. Let /: Snd=FP
n+11-^
FP
n+k k be the inclusion. By stable James number F{n, k} we mean the order of
the cokernel of
deg = ί*: {FPB+M> S»<} -* {S«, S»'} = Z
where {X, Y} denotes the group of stable maps from a pointed space X to






~\ Snd) instead of F{ny k} and estimated F{l,k}.
The first purpose of this note is to determine F{n, k} for small k, that is,
we shall determine H{n,k} for ^^4, estimate them for k=5, determine
C{n, k} for k^S and estimate them for k=9 and 10. These shall be done in
§2 and §3. The second purpose is to show that F{n, k} can be identified with
the James numbers defined by James in [6]. This shall be done in §4.
An application of this note to -F-projective stable stems shall be given in
[11].
In this note we work in the stable category of pointed spaces and stable
maps between them, and we use Toda's notations of stable stems and Toda
brackets in [14] freely.
The author wishes to thank Mr. Y. Hirashima for his kind advices.
1. Preliminaries
In what follows we shall be working with both real ^-cohomology
theory KO* and complex ΛΓ-cohomology theory K*. We use the following
notations. KO* and K* denote both the ^-functors and the coefficient rings.
By the same letter ξ=ξ
n




the underlying complex or real vector bundle of it. Put z=ξ—d/2^K(FP
n
)
and t=(-l)1+d/2cd/2(ξ)<=ΞHd(FPn',Z), where cm(ξ) denotes the m-\h Chern class








). The formal power
series φF(x) are defined to be exρ(#)— 1 for F=C or exp(\/^0+exp(— \/~x~)~ 2
for F=H. The rational numbers aF(n,j) are defined by (φίXff)/*?)11 =^aF(n J)xj.
ί = 0
di: j?£( )->//"*( £)) denotes the Chern character. Then the followings are
well known.











n+kfkdFPn+k+lιk+l be the inclusion for />0, q=qm: FPn+k k-^
FP







bundle projection, and £M+M: S(nJrk}d~l^>FPn+ktk the composition of pn+k and #„_! :
FP
n+k=FPn+kftl+k_1-^FPn+kfk. Let G* denote the Λ-stem of the stable groups of
spheres. Let £
c
: Gk-^Q/Z or ^: G8k+3-^Q/Z be the Adams' complex or real
^-invariant respectively [1]. Then we have
Proposition 1.2 (Adams[l]). e
c
: G?1->Z2, e'R\ G3-»Z24, ^c: G7-*Z24
^έ Grn~>^5o4 β^ isomorphisms, while there is a split exact sequence
0 - Z2fr4 - G15 - Z480 - 0 .
In [10] we obtained the following.





(fQPn+k,k) = -deg(/)αF(w, k) .
Since e
c
= 2e'R on (8&+3)-stems [1], e'R gives more precise informations about
2-primary components, so we compute efR(fopn+k^) for the case of F=H and k=
1 mod(2) or F=C and k=2 mod(4).
We use the following notations. Let g
c
^K(S2) and gR^KO(SB) denote
the Bott generators, ψ* denotes the Adams operation. Let c: KO*-*K* be the
complexification and r: K*->KO* the real restriction. Put z0=r(z)^KO(CPn)
and z^rte'cZ^KO-^CPJ. Put also y2k=gR
k(ΞKOBk and y,k^KO8M the
generator satisfying c(y2k+1)= 2gc*k~2 for integer k. For/e {X, F},C(/) denotes
the mapping cone of/.
We consider the case of F=H and k= I mod(2) or F=C and k=2 mod(4).
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Given/e {FP
n+kky S











1(5"'ί)=0 and jEδ"'-I(JF'.Pll+M), K. '^FP,^ and are finite
groups, we have the following commutative diagram in which the horizontal
sequences are exact.
0
We can choose generators a, be KOnd(C(fop
a+kk)) and α', b'e.Rni(C(fopn+t k))
such that α'=c(α), 2b'=c(b),j*(a')generates^«ί(5"ί)=^and//*(ό')=^c"'"'/2s"'+*.
Here we identify K"d(FP
n+k+1 >k+1) with the free subgroup of Knd(FPn+k+l) gen-
erated by ftf"*72 s", gc~nd'2 z*+1, —,gc~™"2 z"+k Hence we can put
for some integers a{. Then by the proof of (1.1) of [10] we have
α, = deg(/)αF(rc, ί) for 0^ ί^k— 1 ,
(1.4) *-ι .
 n+. Λ+2._, __
And we have
Proposition 1.5. In case of F=H and k=l mod(2) or F=C and k = 2
mod(4) we have
(i) eR(f°Pn+k,k)=^- ak—^ deg(/)αF(n, k),
(ii) ifF=H, ^=0
(iii) if F=C, n=l mod(2) and deg(/) is known, ak mod(2) is computable.
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Proof. First consider the case of F=H and n~0 mod(2). By Bott pe-
riodicity we can use KO and K instead of KO*n and K*n. Then we have
for some integer λ, and
We have
ψ*(α') = c(ψ>2(a)) = 4V+2λό' ,
= Σ Σ «, ("-ί:)4''+2i- V+> ,
y=o i=o
*(«')) =/'*(ΨV)) = /'*(4V+2λi')
= 4" Σ aiz
n+i+2\zn+l! .
Comparing the coefficients of #w+*, we have
2λ = 4"(4*-l)α4+Σ
ί = 0
Then by (1.4) we have




= Σ^(Λ+, )«f)r'' =
ι = 0
where £,-=1 (if / is even) or 2 (if ί is odd). We have also
Therefore ak=dkβk=2dk.
In case of F=H and W Ξ ! mod(2), (i) and (ii) can be proved by the quite
parallel arguments to the above. We omit the details.
For F=C (i) can be proved by the same methods as the above. We only
prove (iii). First we consider the case of n = 3 mod(4). Put n=4m-\-3 and
Λ=4/+2. By Bott periodicity we can use KO~2 and K~2 instead of KO2n and
K2n. By Theorem 2 of Fujii [4], it is easily seen that KO~2(CP4m+4l+6 )4/+3) can
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be identified with the free subgroup of KO 2(CP4w+4/+6) generated by
21 + 1
#i#o2w+2> •"> #ι#o2w+2/+2 So we can put f*(ά)= Σ rf/#i#02m+1+' for some integers
ι=0
</,.. Then
2/ + 1 21+1
i=0 ' i=0
where £=— ^ +02—^3H—. We have also




Calculating this equation over the mod 2 integers, we have
2
 )2m+2+i mod(2, ^ »
= Σ Edi(2?£tiTi)Xtm+ί+i mod(2),y=o f = o
since (x?+x3+ ••)"=!] (^-Γ1) '^. Then
(1.6) «, = ^έ/XiϊiiT}) mod(2) for l^i^
By (1.4) and (1.6) for l^ί^4/+l,έίy mod(2) is determined for 0^;^2/, so
the equation
(1.6)' tf4/+2 Ξ rf/
determines «4/+2 mod(2), here we use the fact (2yLι) = 0 mod(2) for any i and j.
Next we consider the case of n= 1 mod(4). Put n=4m+l. We use KO~6 and
^~
6
 instead of KO2n and K"2M. Then we can put f'*(ά)= ^dfazf*** for some
i = 0
integers d{. By the same arguments as the above we have
(1.7) a, = Σ Wίtt1) ™°d(2) for 1 </<4/+2j
and in particular
(1.7)' a4l+2 = Σ ί^2"? !^?1' + 1) mod(2) .
ί = 0
These and (1.4) determine a4l+2 mod(2). This completes the proof.
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To compute F{n, k} by inductive step on k we prepare the followings.
Proposition 1.8. F{n, k} is a divisor of F{n, k+1}.
Proof. It is trivial by definition.
Proposition 1.9. Forf<= {FP
n+kkJ S
nd} with deg(f)=F{n, k} we have
F {n, k} $e
c
(fop
n+k>k) \F{n,k+l}\F {n, k} $(foPn+ktk)
where $g denotes the order of g and a\b implies that a is a divisor of b.
Proof. Choose f'^{FP
n+k+ltk+1, S
nd} with deg(/')=JF{fl, A+l} Since
h°Pn+k,k— 0> we have
0 = e
c
(f'°ίι°P«+k,k) = -deg(/'°ίι)αF(n, k)
= -F{n9k+l}aP(nfk)=-F{n9k}aF(nfk)F{n9k+l}IF{n9k}
Hence the first part of the conclusion is obtained. Since ($(f°p
n
+k,k))f0Pn+k,k—Q>





tes(f)W°Pn+k.*)=F{»>k}#(f°Pn+k.k). Since deg(A) is a multiple of F{n, A+l},
the second part of the conclusion follows.
Proposition 1.10. Forf<= {FP
n+kk, S
nd} with deg(f)=F{n, k} there exists
ktk.l9 S»
d} with(F{n)k+l}IF{nyk})fopn+kk=hoq1oPn+kk.
Proof. Consider the exact sequence
k^l9 5"} l£ {FPn+kfk, S»d} {FPΛ
Take/'e {FP
u+k+lβk+l, S«] with deg(/')=F{ιι, ft+l} Then deg((F{n, Λ+l}/
F{n, A})/— //o/1)=0. So there exists A<ΞΞ {FPn+kfk.l9 Snd} with qf(h)=(F{n, k
+ l}/F{n, k^f-foi, by exactness. Then hoqιo'pn+kk=((F {n, k+l}/F{n, k})f
-f'°iι)°Pn+k.k=(F{*, k+l}IF{n, k})fop
n+kk as desired.
Proposition 1.11. C{2n, 2k} is a divisor of H{n, k} .
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram
in which all maps are the canonical ones. For our purpose it suffices to show
that π' is a homotopy equivalence. Indeed this holds because in the following
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commutative diagram π'* is an isomorphism.
*
n+2k; Z) 2k; Z} "(S»', Z)
π'
'*
. y\ v TJ\n( O4rt . 7Λk,k>£) ^ >tt (δ ,6).
Next we compute ^-invariants of some elements.






in which L denotes the multiplication by non-zero integer L. Then
where CV— Cj(n, k) is the coefficient of xn+k in (φF(x))n+j.
Proof. Applying K to the above diagram we have the following com-





Choose a^K(C(p)) for O^j^k such that L'*(α,)=-ί<*"+' for O^j^
L'*(α,)=.s»+*. Then »'*(α0) and *'*(α4) generate K(C(s)). We have
for some λ GΞ -Z and
-1 and
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We compute λ. We have
= * = Ψ
2Lzn= L
Since L'* is monomorphic, we have
Ψ
2K) = Σ (JK -'βy
Next consider the following commutative diagram
K(FP
n+k+l>k+1} - Ck > H*(FPn+k+1
L/:iί
Choose the generators x
n+j<=H(n+»d(C(p);Z} for O^j^k such that
=Lί*+' for 0^ j^k-l and L/5iί(Λ;
w+Λ)=ίκ+fe. Then for l^j^k-l
where the terms middle dim mean elements of middle dimensions. Since
L'* is monomorphic, we have
w+A for
and so
*Λ(i'*(αy)) - i'*^^)) - LCjϊ*(xn+k) =
for
Since ch is monomorphic now, we have
i'*(a.) = LCji'*(ak) for l^j^k-l .




This completes the proof.
As a corollary of the above lemma we have
Proposition 1.13. In the same situation as (1.12) we have




y (F, *)=(#, 2), e
c
(s)=Ln(5n-l)/2*.y 5,
(iii) z/ (F, A)=(C, 4), ^
c
(ί)=L/z(15/z3+3(k2+57z-2)/27.32.5,
(iv) ί/ (F, Λ)=(C, 5), ^)-L/x(3/z4+10w3+5w2-2w+216)/28.32 5.
Proof. Since
Λ:+Λ;2/2!+Λ;3/3!+ - for F = C
we can easily compute e
c
(s) for small k by elementary analysis, so we omit the de-
tails except (i). (i) follows from the fact that e
c






REMARK, (i) is well known.
In case of F=H and Λ = l mod(2) or F=C and A = 2 mod(4) we have
e
c
(s)=2efR(s) so the computation of e'R(s) may give more precise informations
about the 2-primary components of the order of s. We do not require the
whole computations but we only compute e'R(s) for the case of (F, k)=(H, 1)
or (C, 2). Let gt=p2: S7-*S*=HP2 be the Hopf map. Put goo=
Then 4(^oo)= 1/24 and








Proof. We have the short exact sequence
o «- KO-^-HP t- KO-^-HP - xo-^-s4"-1-4 «- o .




«i(P.+ι.ι) = 2'»+i«/(24»+6-24»+4) = n/24 = 4
This shows that p
n+11—ngπ, since e#: G3-*Z2i is an isomorphism by (1.2).




+ι)—nη. Then we have
Proposition 1.15. // Ln=0 mod(2)
—Z(» — 1 )g«, for n odd
\±L(n+2)g-, (±-L(n+2)+12)gJ for n even.
Proof. The above diagram shows that q*(ί*)~1(Lp
n+1)~ (j*γι(Lpn+l 2).
Since {S*+\S*-*}=Zttf} and p
nl^)=(n-l)^=:ί2(n-l)g^ (j^Γ(Lpn^2)
is a coset of the subgroup of {S2w+1, CP
nl}=G3 generated by 12(ra—l)^. This
coset consists of a single element if n is odd or two elements if n is even. In
case of n being odd we have the following commutative diagram by the proof of
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(1.11), (i) of (1.13) and (1.14).





This diagram proves Proposition if n is odd. If n is even, we have the short
exact sequence
0 -» {S2n+1, S2"-1} -> {S2n+1, S2n~2} > {S2n+\ CP
n+1>2} -» 0
since />
Λl=(«—l )?; by (i) of (1.13). For our purpose it suffices to show that
For any/eO'*)-1^!
 2) the equation
(*) e'R(f)=(n/2+ 1 + 12έ?)/24 for some integer e
implies this, because 4((fi/2+l)£oo)=(«/2+l)/24. We prove (*). We use KO~2
if n=0 mod(4) or KO~6 if n = 2 mod(4). The methods are quite parallel, so we
only prove (*) for the case of n=0 mod(4). Put n=4m. There is the following
commutative diagram in which the horizontal sequences are exact.
o < — κo-\cp4m+lj ^o-2(CP4ra+2,3) -< -- κo-\s^) •« — o
, __
KO-\C(f)) •< - ^0-2(58" +2) < - 0
By Theorem 2 of Fujii [4] it is easy to see that KO~2(CPtm+1 2) =
KO-\CPtm^=Z{zlzlm-l,zl%lm}, KO-2(CP4mJ=Z{w} with 2w=z1z20m~1 and
^§'"} . Take a<=KO-2((C(f)) with fi*(c)=w. Then β and
generate KO~2(C(f}). By definition 2e=i'*(*X"-1)+«'*
^"
1) for some integer e. We have ψ 2(α)=24mα+λί'*(^1^o">) for some integer
















Comparing the coefficients of zim+1, we have
and so
This completes the proof.
In the sequel we shall need the explicit form of aF(n, k) for small k. Since







(n,3) = -«(35M2+231w+382)/27 34.5 7 ,
4) = w(175«3+2310«2+10181«+14982)/2n.35.52.7 ,






(»,3) = -n(n+2) («+3)/24 3 ,
a
c
(n,4) = «(15«3+150n2+485«+502)/27 32 5 ,
α
c
(n,5) = -M(3w4-30«3+785«2-78w+1240)/28.32 5 ,
α
c



















+38722058672ί-15239326848)/2l8.3β.52 7 l l .
2. H{n,k} forfc^S
The results of this section are summarized as follows.
Theorem 2.1. (i) H{n, 1} = 1 ,
(ii) #{«,2}=24/(«,24),
(iii) H{n, 3} = H{n, 2} den[H{n, 2}a
a
(n, 2)],
(iv) H{n, 4} = H{n, 3}den[±-H{n, Z}aH(n, 3)1,
(v) H {n, 5} I(H {n, 4} den[# {», 4} aH(n, 4)])
f l or 2 ifn=l mod(25) or 34 mod(26)
otherwise,
where den(a) denotes the denominator of a rational number a when the fraction a
is expressed in its lowest terms.
Proof, (i) is trivial.
By (1.14), #p




"} with deg (/)=#{n,2}. Then
)1 - H{n, 2}p+1>1
Therefore 24/(n, 24) \ H {», 2} . Hence (ii) follows.
Take/EE{#PM+2ι2,S4»} with deg(/)=#{n,2}. We have






 is an isomorphism by (1.2). They by (1.
=£Γ{n,2}φ
c
(/oίll+2f2). By(1.3)^c(/o^+22)^-//{n,2}α^,2). Hence (iii)
is obtained.
For any λ<Ξ {HP
n+32y S*
n} we have
(n, 3) — 0
by (1.5). Since ^ : G?11^Z504 is an isomorphism by (1.2), hoq1opn+3 3=0.
Then by (1.10), for /e {^P
w+3,3, 5
4w} with deg(/)=ff {n,3}, ψoPu+3J is
a divisor of /f {w, 4} /H {n, 3} . Conversely (1.9) implies that #(/oί>
n
+3>3) is a multiple
of #{w,4}/£Γ{w,3}. Hence $(fop
n+33)=H{n,4}/H{n,3}. On the other hand
*ί(f Pn+3 *) = ~H{n,3}aff(n93) by (1.5). Hence $(f°pn+3.3)=den\\a{n,3}] L L Z. Therefore
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H{n, 4}IH{n, 3} = den[l#{n, Z}aH(n, 3)]
and this implies (iv).
For the proof of (v) we prepare a lemma.
Lemma 2.2. If n=0 or 3 mod(4), the image of p
n+4t2*: {#PM+4,2>
{S4"+15, S4n} contains the element
The proof of (2.2) : Since all Toda brackets which appear in the proof have
zero indeterminacies, we have





Pn+3,1 τjr> C4»+8 r- TJΐ> ^ C4n+12
^ ^^n+3,1—°
By (1.14) p
n+3,ι=(n+2)g~ and j>β+4fl=(n+3)j». So Λ+3,ι°(^
since 2^1=^oo=0. Then there exists f<={HP
n+42, *S
4w}with foi=6, and by




+4i2= — (n+2)(n+3) r]κ. Since the order of ηκ is 2, the conclusion
follows.
Now we prove (v). Take/e {HP
n+t 4> S
4
"} with deg(/)=# {«,4} . Then
«c(/°l>.+4.4)=-H {»,4}αj(n,4) by (1.3), and tf(/°Λ+<,<)/fcc(/°A.+4,4)=l or 2 by
(1.2). From (1.9) #{κ,5}/(#{M}den[#K4}«#(M)])==l or 2. And by (1.2),
if
 V2(H{n,4}aH(n,4))^-l, we have $(f°ρn+tΛ)=$ec(f°Pn+*,<)-den[H{n,4}all
(ra,4)] and
ii, 5} = H{n, 4}den[/ί{M, 4}αΛ(«, 4)] ,
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where vp(nlm)==vp(ri)—vp(m) for a prime number^) and integers m andn. (1.16),
(ii), (iii), (iv) and elementary analysis show that v2(H{n,4}aff(n,4))'^Q if and
only if n = 3 mod(23), 1 mod(25), 34 mod(26) or 0 and (210). Consider the case of





=ηκ. Then/or f+hoq2j say/', satisfies the conditions #ec(fopn+4 4)=#(f'°Pn+4 4)





the conclusion (v) follows from (1.9).
3. C{n,fc} for Λ^ 10
In this section we determine inductively C{n, k} for k^8 and estimate
them for k=9 and 10. The results are as follows.
Theorem 3.1. (i) C{n, 1} = 1,
(ii) C{n,2}=2/(ny2)>
'24l(ny24) ifn^lmod(4)
(iii) C{n, 4} - C{n, 3} = 12/(n, 3) 1/11=1 mod(8)
6/(n, 3) ifn=5 mod(8),
(iv) C {n, 5} = C {n, 4} den[C {n, 4} a
c
(n, 4)],
(v) C{n, 6} - C{n, 5}den[C{n, 5}a
c
(n, 5)]








 (2C {n, 6} den[C {«, 6} α
c
(n, 6)] otherwise
(vii) C{n, 8} = C{w,7} ,
(viii) C{«, 9}/(C{w, 8}den[C{n, 8}α
c
(w, 8)])
or 2ifn=3 mod(27) or 1 mod(29)
otherwise,
ifn=Qy 6 mod(23), 10, 12 mod(24),
(ix) C {n,10}/C{n,9} = 18, 20 mod(25), 34, 36 mod(26) or 4 mod(27)
1 or 2 otherwise.
Proof, (i) is trivial, (ii) is proved by the same methods as the proof of
The proof of (iii): The first equality is a consequence of (1.9) and the
fact G5=0. We prove the second equality. Choose /e {CPM+2,2> S2n} with
deg(/)=C{n,2}'. Then C {n, 3} /C {n, 2} is a divisor of $(fop
Λ+2J from (1.9),
there exists λ<Ξ{CPM+21, 52w} with (C{w,3}/C{n,2})/o/)M+22=Ao^o/)w+22 from
(1.10), while ίΊoJί>M+2,2=(w+l)77 from (i) of (1.13), so C{w,3}/C{w,2} is a multiple
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of $(f°pn+2y2) if n is °dd, and therefore C{ny3}/C{n,2}=$(fopn+2 2) if n is odd.
From (1.5), e'R(fopn+22)= — a2— — C{n,2}αc(n,2) for some integer a2. If n=Z
mod(4), say n—4m-\-3y a2=0 mod(2) by (1.6)', then eR(fopn+22)=—(4m+3)
(6w+7)/12 by (1.16) and (ii), hence #(/o^+2f2)=den[(4iff+3)/12]=12/(n,24) by
(1.2), and therefore the conclusion follows in this case since C{n,2}=2. If n=l
mod(4), say n=4m+l, a2= 1 mod(2) by (1.4),(1.7), (1.7)' and (ii), then e'R(fopn+2>2)
=-— (12ifi-l)(m+l)/6by (1.16) and (ii), hence Jj:(/o^+22)=den[(/w+l)/6] and
the conclusion follows easily in this case also.
Next we consider the case of n being even. Take /e {CP
n+3 3, S
2n} with
deg(/)=C {n, 3} . First we show that C {n, 3} is a multiple of 24/(n, 24). Since
arguments are quite parallel we only consider the case of n=Q mod(4). Put
n=4m and consider the commutative diagram
Ίf/^\ff~^~D \





We can putf*(gκ)=d0ZQm-}-dlZom+1 for some integers J0 and dλ. We have
for some integers a0, aλ and a2. Comparing the coefficients of the powers of
z, by (1.4) we have
dQ= a0= C{w, 3} ,
(2nf+m)d0+d1 = a2 = C{4m, 3}αc(4m, 2) = C{4m, 3}m(l2m+5)/6
and so d
λ
— — C{4m,3}m/6. Thus C{4m,3} is a multiple of den(w/6)=24/(4τw,








 2 - .l^ tor other even w.
Since p




«} with/'|Cpe+2fa=A. Clearly deg(/')=24/(n,24), so C{n,3}
is a divisor of 24/(w, 24). Thus C {n, 3} =24/(#, 24) if n is even. This completes
the proof of (iii).
The proof of (iv): By (1.3), e
c
(hoql0pn+44)=0 for any Ae {CPM+4>3, S2"}
and then Ao?1o^+M=0 by (1.2). So by (1.3), (1.9) and (1.10)
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{n, 5}/C{n, 4} = 4.4) - den[C{n, 4}α
c
(n, 4)] .
The proof of (v): First consider the case of n=\ mod(2). Choose /e
{CP
Λ+5>5, S
2n} with deg(/)=C {w, 5}. Recall that <79=Z2{^} ΘZJ^} 0Z2{^}
and the kernel of e
c
: G9-^Q/Z is Z2{nv} ®Z2{ηS}. Hence, if ec(fopn+55)=0, we
can choose Ae {CP
Λ+5>1, S
r2n}=G8 with (f+hoq4)pn+55=0, because <74°/>M+5>5—
1W=? by (i) of (1.13). Since deg(/+Ao?4)==degtf)=C{n,5}, by (1.9) we have
C{ny 6} - C{rc, 5} — C{w,
If ^(/°Λ-f5,5)Φθ, (1.9) implies
C{ιι,6} -2C{w,5} -C{^
Since C{w,5} and a
c
(n>$) are known, we can easily compute den[C{n,5}α
c
(^,5)]
by elementary analysis. Indeed
#ec(f°Pn+5,5) = den[C{n, 5}α
c
(w, 5)]
if n=l, 11 or 27mod(32)
for other odd n.
This completes the proof of (v) if n is odd.
Suppose that n is even. It is easy to see that den[C{n,5}α
c
(^,5)]=l.
From (1.8) and (1.11)
C{n,5}\C{n,6}\H{n/2,3}.
By the previous calculations C{ny 5} and Jf/{n/2,3} are coinside if n=0
mod(4), 6, 10 or 14 mod(16), so C{n, 5}=C{n, 6} in this case, while if n = 2
mod(16) the odd components are coinside but
2 = v2(C{n, 5})^ι;2(C{n, 6})^v2(H{n/2y 3}) = 3 .
Put w=16ffz+2. We construct a commutative diagram in which deg(/)=
C{16w+2,5}.




By (i) of (1.13), qιQm+^pι&m+7=pι6m+7tι=0 and so by (1.15) we have
, (8m+l6)goo} .
Take Jίe^-^g^c {532-+13, CP16w+6} with ?16w+4o5ί^(8m+16)^. Put s,=
q16m+los{. Then
ί3°3*ι = Ϊi6m+4°3ίί = 3(8/^+16)^00 - 0 .
Hence there exists s2^{S32m+13, CP16w+53} with ί1oί2=3ί1. Since q2os2^G5=Q,
there exists $3e [S32m+13, CP16jll+4f2} with i1os3=s2. Next we define h by h \ s32m+4=
C{16w+2,4} and h\
s
32m+6=η2. Since />ι6m+4,2=(8w+l)^ooV^ by the proof of
(1.11), (1.14) and (i) of (1.13), we have
>2 = C{16m+2,4} (S
So there exists h'ϊΞ {CP16wt+5 3, 532w+4} with h'°ί=h. Since ΛΌ^^+s^eGs-O,




Hence there exists /<= {CP16m+7>5, 532<B+4} with (C{16m+2,5}/C{16»z+2,4})A"
=/ot and deg(/)=deg(A")C{i6w+2)5}/C{16τκ+2,4}=C{16m+2)5}. This
completes the construction of the above diagram.
Now we proceed to the proof of (v). We may write s3=s'3Vq1os3 for some
s'3(Ξ {S32"*13, 532M+4} . By (iii) of (1.13)
«c(?3°ί3) = (16w+3) (3840m3+2640m2+590m+43)/23 3 5
so by (1.2) ql°s3 is divisible by 2. Then
f°Pl6m+7,5 =/°3/>16m+7,5. SlΠCC 2G9 = 0 ,
= (C{16m+2,5}/C{16m+2,
= (C{16w+2,5}/C {16^+2,4}) (0+0), since C{16m+2,4}^0 mod(2)
and 2η = 0
= 0.
Thus by (1.9), C{l6m+2,6} = C{16m+2,5}. This completes the proof of (v).
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"}, by (i) of (1.5) we have
e'R(h°qγopn+^} = — a
for some integer a. By (1.6) and (1.7) a is even. Then hoqlopn+6t6=Q by (1.2).
Thus (1.9) and (1.10) imply
for/e {CPM+6>6, S2"} with deg(/)-C{n,6}. Again by (i) of (1.5)
(«,6)
Z, L.
for some integer a6, and by the proof of (iii) of (1.5) we have
» mod(2) if n = 3 mod(4) or 33 mod(64)
mod(2) for other odd n.
Then since #(/°/>M+6>6) is equal to ^(/o^n+6>6)=denj^— a6- — C{n,6}ac(n,6)]
by (1.2), elementary analysis draws the conclusion for odd n by (iii), (iv), (v) and
(1.16).
Next suppose that n is even. Choose/e {CPM+6 6, S2n} with deg(/)=C{n,6}.
(1.2) says that e
c
=2e'R: Gλl-^Q\Z is monomorphic on the odd component, so (vi)
is true about the odd components by (1.3) and (1.9). So we only see the 2-
primary part. Recall that G
n




(foPn+6ί6))=Oy ^(/oΛ+66))^l by (1.2) and (1.5). If
=0, the result follows by (1.9). If v2($(f°Pn+<>,<>))=l> we have
fop










by (1.2) and (1.5), so
fop
n+6j=22~uζ mod(23~Mf, odd components)
and then
(2uf+μηq5)opn+66=Q mod(odd components).
Put #((2uf+μηq5)opn+66)=2m+l. Then there exists A<Ξ {CPn+7 7, S2"} with
h\CPn+6t=(2m+l) (27+^fc). Clearly deg(h)==2»(2m+l)deg(f)=2»(2m+l).
C {n, 6} . Since deg(A) is a multiple of C {n, 7} , we have
and hence
= v2(C{n, 6}den[C{n, 6}ac(n, 6)])
as desired. This completes the proof of (vi).
The proof of (vii): Since G13=Z3{a1β1} , C{«,8}/C{w,7} = l or 3 by (1.9).
In case of n being even, the relations
and the previous calculations show that the 3 -components of the first and the
third are equal so that the 3-components of these three are equal. Thus C{w,8}
= C {n, 7} if n is even.
Choose λ<Ξ {CP
n+72, S







ίf(A°?5°/)«+7 ,?) = 0 nιod(3) if and only if w ΐ l mod(3).
Therefore if nΐ 1 mod(3), the image of
contains Z3 {αj .
Take/e {CPM+7 7, S2"} with deg(/)=C{w,7} . Suppose that n^β 1 mod(3).
If/oί,+7f7=0,C{if,8}=C{ιι,7}by(1.9). If/o^+77Φθ,thatis/o^+7>7
the above implies that there exists λ'e {CPM+7 2, S2n+10} with hΌq5opn+77=
and we have
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= deg(/) = C{«, 7}
and so by (1.9)
Therefore C{n,8} = C{ny7} if n^l mod(3).
We must prove (vii) for the case of n=\ mod(6). Put n=6m+l. Take
/e {CP6m+8>7, S12m+2} with deg(/)=C {6ι»+1,7}. By the same methods as the








Take αe {CP6m+5.4, S12"*2} with deg(β)=C{6fB+l,4} and 6e {CP6ra+3,2) S1^
with deg(δ)=C{6m+l,2} =2. Consider the diagram
, 512wί+2} = 0
12m +8 C12»ί+2Ί
,0 J - ^+s 4,
\ S12m+2} ^  {512wι+4, S12m+2} -> {CP6wί+3>2,
7 C
,0 _ A— U
in which the horizontals and the vertical are the parts of suitable Puppe exact
sequences. Then a generates a free part of {CP6w+5 4, S12m+2} which is of rank
1, and so
foioioi = (deg(/)/deg(ίi))Λ+?*(*)
for some eϊΞ {S12m+\ S12m+2} =G6. Then
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2f°p6m+s,7 = 8/o/>6lM+8 7, since G13 = Z3
= (C{6m+l,7}/C{6m+l,4})a°s3, since G6oG7 = 0 .
By the previous calculations and elementary analysis it follows that
3 if m= 1 or 2 mod(3)
^3(C{6w+l,7}) = 2 if m=3 or 6 mod(9)
1 if w=0mod(9),
*3(C{6iii+l,4})==l




and then by (1.9)
C {6m+1,8} = C {6m+1,7} if mΞ£Ξ 0 mod(9).
Next suppose that m=0 mod(9). By (iii) of (1.13) we can easily see that












= 0 , since C{6m+l,7} =0 mod(6)
so by (1.9)
C {601+ 1,8} = C{6m+l,7} if m=0 mod(9).
This completes the proof of (vii).
The proof of (viii) : Take / e {CPM+8 8, S2n} with deg(/) - C {n, 8} . First
consider the case of n being even. By (i) of (1.13) p
n
+s,ι=q70Pn+s,8=Ύ] Then
/ or /+ /e<77, say /', satisfies
'°A+8.8) = fcc(f' Pn+8.8) = den[C{n,8}αc(n,8)] ,
by (1.2), and so the conclusion follows from (1.9). Next suppose that n is odd.
By (1.2)
#(/°A+8,8)/fcc(/°A+8,8) = 1 or 2 .
By the previous calculations and elementary analysis we have
ι/2(den[C{n,8}αc(n,8)])==0 if and only if n = 3 mod(27) or 1 mod(29).
Therefore if w ΐ 3 mod(27) and 1 mod(29), by (1.2) we have
+8,8) - #*c(/°A+8,8) - den[C{n, 8}ac(n, 8)]
and so the conclusion follows.
The proof of (ix): Since 2G17=0, by (1.9) we have
C{n,10}/C{n,9} = 1 or 2 .
In case of n being even, by the following relations and an elementary analysis
conclusion follows if n=G mod(23), 10, 12, 14 mod(24), 18, 20, 22 mod(25),
34, 36 mod(26) or 4 mod(27)
If n=6 mod(25), the conclusion follows from the same methods as the proof
of (vii).
4. Relations with other James numbers
In this section we use the notations and terminologies of James [6,7] fretNly.
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Consider the fibration of Stiefel manifolds
o..1..-ι-^oM^o,.1 = s--'
and the cofibration of quasi-projective spaces
e.-i..-i->G..-e..i=5'"1
where n>k>Q. Following James [6] we define non-negative integers O{n,k},
O3{n,k}, Q{n,k} and Qs{n,k} by the equations
ί***-ι(0..») = 0{n, A}^-^--1) ,
Ptait-to. „) = σ {n, A} .^^ --1) ,
here π*
m
(X)= {Sm, X} for a pointed space X. We have
Lemma 4.1. O{n,k}\Q {n, k} , Os {n, k} \ O {n, k} and Qs {n, k} \ Q {n, k} .
Proof. The first conclusion follows from the commutative diagram
n
and the others follow immediately by definition.
Let Mk(F) be the order of the canonical inline bundle over FPk in the
/-group J(FPk) [3] which was determined by Adams-Walker [2] and Sigrist-
Suter [13]. We have
Lemma 4.2. Qs {n, k} = Os {n, k}.
Proof. For any m with m=0 mod(Mk(F)) there exists *S°-section w: Qmfl
-^Q
m
 k, that is, qow—l. By James [7] we have the diagram
l*q
in which ^Ό(a>*l)o(l*ί) is a homotopy equivalence by (7.3) of [7], the first
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square is commutative, the second is homotopy commutative and the third is
homotopy commutative up to sign from quasi-projective case of (5.2) of [7].
Applying πl
m+n)d.1 to this diagram we have the following diagram
in which the first and second squares are commutative and the third is com-
mutative up to sign. Hence Qs{m-\~n,k} \ Os{n,k} \ Qs{n,k} . Since Qs{m+n,k}
~Qs{n,k} , the conclusion follows.
We have also
Lemma 4.3. // n^2(k- l)+2/J, then
Qs{n,k} = Os{n,k} = 0{n,k} = Q{n,k} .
Proof. Since Q





phismsif n^2(k-l)+2/d. Then Qs{n,k}=Q{nyk} and Os {n,k}=O{n,k} in
this case, and the conclusion follows from (4.2).
Atiyah [3] proved that Q
nk and Pk-njk are 5-duals. His proof gives the
following precise theorem.




 > Γ\ (-—. Q ^ Owrf-1
We have
Proposition 4.5. // jMk(F)^n, (djMk(F) — \)-dual of i: S("-vd-*Pntk is
'+W-\ and hence F{n—k,k}=Q*{jMk(F)—n+k,k}.
Proof. By Puppe exact sequences associated with the above cofibrations
it is easily seen that {$<*-*>*, P
ntk} and {QjMk(F)-n+k^S(jM^-n+k^-1} are infinite
cyclic groups with generators i and q respectively. Then the conclusion follows
from (4.4).
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As a corollary of (4.3) and (4.5) we have
Theorem 4.6. F{n,k} is equal to O{jMk(F)—n,k} if jMk(F)^n+2k—2
+2/d.
In case of F=Cy Sigrist [12, Thέorέme I] proved that a prime number p
is a factor of O{mJ} if and only if p is a factor of M^Q/^M^C)). His
proof is valid for the case of F=H, since M^H) is known [13]. Then by (4.6)
we have
Proposition 4.7. A prime number p is a factor of F {n, k} if and only if
p is a factor of Mk(F)/(n,Mk(F)).
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